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 Do not operate the machine with service valves and relief 
valve open unless air hoses and/or pipes are connected. 
High-pressurized air blows out and its air pressure could 
cause injury to the people nearby. 
 When the machine has to be unavoidably temporarily 
operated with its port open, be sure to mount a silencer to 
reduce noise and wear protective materials such as 
earplugs to prevent damage to hearing. 

 
 
 

 Never work nearby hot portions of the machine while it is 
running. 
 Do not touch hot portions of the machine while inspecting the 
machine when running. 
 Such parts as engine, exhaust manifold, exhaust pipe, 
muffler, radiator, oil cooler, compressor, piping, separator 
receiver tank, and discharging pipe are especially hot, so 
never touch those parts, because it could cause serious 
burns. 
 Compressor oil, coolant water, and engine oil are also very 
hot and dangerous to touch. 
Avoid checking or refilling them while the unit is running. 

 
 
 

 Do not, under any circumstance, bring lit cigarettes or 
matches near such oils as engine oil and compressor oil, etc. 
They are extremely flammable and dangerous, so be careful 
when handling. 
 Refilling oils should be done in an outdoor well-ventilated 
place. 
 Refuel after stopping the engine, and never leave the fuel 
nearby the machine. Do not spill. It may cause a fire. When it 
is spilt, wipe it up completely. 
 Do not fill fuel oil up to the cap lever. When fuel tank is filled 
up to the cap level, fuel oil will be overfilled due to volume 
expansion caused by rise of ambient temperature. Further, 
fuel will be possibly spilled from fuel tank due to vibration 
caused during movement and/or transportation of machine. 
 Such parts as muffler and exhaust pipe can be extremely hot. 
Remove twigs, dried leaves, dried grass and waste paper, 
etc. from the exhaust outlet of the muffler. 
 Keep a fire extinguisher available by the machine in case of 
a fire. 

 

 
Operation with compressed air supply port opened

is prohibited
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Do not touch hot parts
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4.Operation 
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4.2  Lubricating oil・Coolant・Fuel 
4.2.1  Engine oil 
 
 

 Viscosity of engine oil greatly affects startability, performance, oil consumption of the engine, as well 
as wear of the moving parts. 
 Choose appropriate oil based upon the table below according to the outside air temperature. 

Relation between viscosity (SAE) and temperature 

SAE Viscosity number Temperature 

10W －30℃ to 10℃ 
30 －10℃ to 40℃ 
40    0℃ to 50℃ 

15W/40 －20℃ to 40℃ 
 Be sure to use CD class engine oil or superior class. (Using engine oil with poor quality may shorten the 
life of the engine). 
 Follow the designated regulations to dispose of engine oil. 

 
＊Unit is delivered ex. factory, filled with engine oil recommended by engine 

manufacturer. 
 
 
4.2.2  Compressor oil 
 
 

 Be sure to use recommended oil listed below. 

Maker and Brand of Recommended Oil 

Maker Brand 

MOBIL MOBIL RARUS 424 

SHELL SHELL CORENA OIL RS32 

CALTEX COMPRESSOR OIL RA32 

 Even continuous oil replenishment cannot improve its deteriorated condition. Be sure to change the oil 
completely at every scheduled interval. 
 Do not mix it with other brand oil, or it will cause poor performance and shorten the life of the 
compressor oil. (But fresh compressor oil could accept a mixture of small amount of different brands.) 
 Running the unit with old and deteriorated compressor oil will cause damage to bearings, or serious 
accident like ignition in a separator receiver tank. Be sure to change the oil completely at every 
scheduled interval. 
 Follow the designated regulations to dispose of compressor oil. 

 

 

Do not mix compressor oil 
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4.3.7  Check fuel 
 Before starting operation, make sure to check the level of residual fuel so that fuel shortage during 
operation can be avoided. 
 Drain condensate accumulated at the bottom of fuel tank whenever necessary. 

 
 
 Do not, under any circumstance, bring lit cigarettes and/or 
matches to the fuel. 
 The fuel is extremely flammable and dangerous. Be careful of 
fire because it is very likely to catch fire. 
 Refuel only after stopping the engine, and never leave open 
fuel can near the machine. Do not spill. It could cause a fire. 
When it is spilt, wipe it up completely. 
 Refilling fuel tank should be done in an outdoor well-ventilated 
place. 
 Do not fill fuel oil up to the cap lever. When fuel tank is filled up 
to the cap level, fuel oil will be overfilled due to volume 
expansion caused by rise of ambient temperature. Further, 
fuel will be possibly spilled from fuel tank due to vibration 
caused during movement and/or transportation of machine. 

 
4.3.8  Check V-belt tension 
 
 

 Too tight belt tension could damage shaft and shorten bearing life. Too loose belt tension may result in 
damaging belt earlier and machine components due to overheat. 

 
Follow the procedure below to adjust tension of fan belt and V-belt for alternator. 

<Procedure> 
① Adjust the tension by gradually loosening the 

fastening bolt of the alternator. 
② Visually check if there are any cracks or tears in 

the belt. 
③ Adjust the belt tension by loosening the fixing 

bolt of the alternator so that the belt can deflect 
11 to 13mm when pressed at the center of the 
belt with approx.98N･m (10kgf･m) force. 

④ Be careful not to leave any grease or LLC on a 
belt while changing it. If any such material is left, 
wipe it off completely. 

 

4.3.9  Check wiring of each part 
Check each wiring for any loose connection, damage to insulating sheathed portion, disconnection, 
and short-circuit. 

 
4.3.10  Check piping of each part 

Check each piping for any loose connection and also check each hose and pipe for any tear and leaks. 
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Depress the middle of 
the belt with a finger. 

This deflection 
should be 11 to 
13mm. 
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